


Spassov et al.[26] investigated a model in which protein and

membrane region are treated as a single region with the same

dielectric constant. The influence of the membrane on electro-

static interactions is, thus, accounted for in the Born radii,

which describe the overall conformation of the solute and its

position relative to the membrane. Other models based on

this work were published by Im et al.[28] and Ulmschneider

et al.[33] A subsequent study with an explicit membrane repre-

sentation demonstrated that this approximation is insufficient

and that membranes should at least be modeled by one low

dielectric slab flanked by an additional slab of intermediate

dielectric constant. Otherwise transfer free energy errors of up

to 14 kcal=mol per unit charge are introduced in the transition

region between water and the membrane core.[47] Therefore,

new approaches to include multiple dielectric regions into the

GB model are required.

An alternative approach by Tanizaki and Feig[29] proposed

that each atom is subject to a position dependent dielectric

constant e rð Þ that varies smoothly between the dielectric con-

stant of the solvent ew and that of the membrane core region

ec. While this method allows inclusion of any number of differ-

ent dielectric regions to model biological membranes, it has

some important artifacts: For example, the interaction of ions

or charged protein regions on opposite sides of the mem-

brane is not altered by its presence, which severely distorts

the electrostatic interactions. Another example where such a

model fails to predict energetically favored orientations of a

simple transmembrane helix model is given in the PB compari-

son in the results section. An adequate description of multiple

dielectric regions in the context of an implicit GB-based mem-

brane model that reproduces the qualitative and quantitative

features of PB electrostatics, thus, remains an unmet prerequi-

site of qualitatively correct implicit membrane models.

In this work, we present a novel scheme to decompose one

environment consisting of multiple dielectric regions into mul-

tiple environments consisting of only two dielectric regions.

An example for this decomposition is depicted in Figure 1.

Subsequently, these simpler dielectric environments can be

treated with established GB implicit membrane methods for

only two dielectric regions. We demonstrate that this approach

captures all the qualitative features of PB electrostatics with

good quantitative agreement. Thus, our approach provides an

important prerequisite for correctly incorporating biological

membranes in implicit solvent models.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows. The

decomposition of the environment and the subsequent mod-

eling of these simpler environments by GB terms are explained

in detail in the chapter “SIMONA Layered Implicit Membrane

Model”. The methods section describes the implementation of

this approach into a forthcoming release of the SIMONA

Monte Carlo simulation packages,[48] as well as details of the

Monte Carlo simulations performed in this work. The results

and discussion section starts with a presentation of several PB

test cases to demonstrate the good qualitative and quantita-

tive agreement with our model, which cannot be achieved

using other implicit membrane models. Further validation of

our model to experimental data and simulation results by

others is done by comparing Monte Carlo simulation results of

three well-studied membrane proteins, Melittin, the transmem-

brane domain of the M2 protein and Glycophorin A.

SIMONA Layered Implicit Membrane Model

Our proposed implicit membrane model SLIM follows the

usual separation of the solvation free energy into a polar part

describing electrostatic effects and a nonpolar part[49]
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We model the electrostatic contribution to the solvation

free energy of an interface between two dielectric regions

using a GB model based on Still’s formula[46]

Figure 1. Sketch of decomposing a biological membrane model consisting of three different dielectric regions into a sum of two models with only two dif

ferent dielectric regions each. For the latter two, the interactions between partial atomic charges and induced polarization charges at the dielectric interfa

ces can be approximated with already established GB implicit membrane models for two dielectric regions.
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where Rf gi is a set of atomic Born radii for the transition

between the regions Vd and Ve with dielectric constants ed

and ee, for example, the solute and solvent region. The dis-

tance between two atoms m and n is denoted by rmn, the par-

tial charge of an atom by q, and a 331:84 ðÅ kcalÞ=mol is a

constant.

Unfortunately Still’s original GB model and the extension of

Spassov et al. can only model a system with exactly two differ-

ent dielectric constants. The reason is that these models require

the computation of Born radii for each atom, which describe

the amount of polarization charge induced at one dielectric

interface. To zeroth order, these Born radii can be computed

using the Coulomb field approximation.[39,50] As the induced

surface charges on one interface do not only interact with the

solute charges but also with themselves, higher order correc-

tions and other methods have been developed to account for

this effect.[40,51] If the system contains more than one dielectric

interface, there will be induced surface charges on all of these

interfaces. Subsequently, the surface charges on one interface

will also interact with those at another interface. While PB

methods are able to account for this effect, it is not clear how

to incorporate this effect into GB models.

To enable GB computations for multiple dielectric interfaces,

we propose to decompose the electrostatic contribution of

the solvation free energy for an environment consisting of N

regions VN with different dielectric constants eN into the sum

of N 1 GB terms
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Thus, the electrostatic contribution to the solvation free

energy of a dielectric interface between ei and ei11 is modeled

by a GB term where all regions Vf with f � i are assigned the

dielectric constant ei and all regions Vg with g > i are assigned

dielectric constant ei11.

By decomposing the complete system into several systems

with only one dielectric interface, we neglect the problematic

interaction of induced surface charges on different interfaces

within GB models. This approximation requires that the induced

surface charge distribution on one interface only has a small

influence on the surface charge distribution on another interface.

In general, this approximation may not hold. However, as we will

show later, for a fixed geometry as used in implicit membrane

models, it will be possible to alter each GB term on the right

hand side of eq. (3), so that their sum still shows reasonable

agreement with PB results obtained for the complete system.

To model a biological membrane in SLIM, we use the geom-

etry proposed by Tanizaki and Feig.[29] They represent the

membrane‘s core region by a flat, infinite dielectric slab of

thickness hc and dielectric constant ec, surrounded on both

sides by a headgroup region with thickness hh and dielectric

constant eh. The latter is surrounded by infinite implicit water

with a dielectric constant ew . Without loss of generality, we

always assume the slabs perpendicular to the z-axis.

Following Spassov et al., we also assume the same dielectric

constant for the protein as in the membrane core region,[26]

thus, the region Vc includes the membrane core as well as the

protein interior. Using our proposed approximation on this

environment, the electrostatic part of the solvation free energy

decomposes into
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as depicted in Figure 1. So for the first GB term, we assign ec

to the region Vc (the protein and membrane core regions),

and eh to the headgroup region Vh and water region Vw . In

the second term, eh is assigned to the protein and the mem-

brane core Vc, as well as the headgroup region Vh, while the

water region Vw has dielectric constant ew . While it is possible

to use a different dielectric constant for the protein by adding

another term to eq. (4), we have not investigated this possibil-

ity further in the work presented here.

Besides the electrostatic contribution, the nonpolar part of

the solvation free energy in eq. (1) has to be also modeled.

This is usually done by a SASA term that penalizes cavity for-

mation in water depending on the number of water molecules

in the first solvation shell, which is assumed to be proportional

via the factor c to the surface area of the cavity.[52] To include

the membrane into the nonpolar contribution of the solvation

free energy, we follow the approach of Tanizaki and Feig[29]

and use a position dependent scaling function SðzmÞ that

decreases the penalty of forming hydrophobic cavities for

atoms located inside the membrane at position zm and with

SASA Am.

DGNP c
X
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Methods

Implementation

To compute the Born radii in the presence of one low dielec-

tric slab, as required by our SLIM model, we use the Power-

Born method due to its good accuracy and high

performance.[53] The Born radius Rm of an atom m at position

rm is given by the R6 integral expression proposed by

Grycuk[51]
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where the integration region is the volume covered by water

around the solute. PowerBorn’s integration method consists of

two steps. The water volume outside a bounding box around



the molecule is integrated using analytical formulas, while a

numerical integration scheme is used for the water region

inside the bounding box due to the complex solvent excluded

surface. To exclude integration from the region of a low dielec-

tric slab, we have slightly modified this scheme.

We achieve this by differentiating three cases. In the first case,

the bounding box lies completely outside the slab. Therefore,

we perform the usual Born radii integration of the PowerBorn

method. Before converting the integrals via eq. (6) to the Born

radii, we have to subtract the contributions Ioutside
slab of the low

dielectric slab from the computed integrals. The R6 Integral over

the infinite planar slab can easily be solved by converting the

volume integral to surface integrals over the slab surfaces. Using

cylindrical coordinates to solve the integral we arrive at
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where zm is the z-coordinate of the atom in question, and zl

and zu are the lower and upper z-positions of the slab

boundaries.

In the second case, the bounding box is completely buried

inside the slab. Hence, no numerical integration inside the

bounding box is required. The only contribution Iinside
slab to the

Born radius integral then comes from the region outside the

slab. Integration is done in analogy to the first case by con-

verting the volume integral of eq. (6) to surface integrals,

Iinside
slab zm; zl; zuð Þ Ioutside

slab ðzm; zl; zuÞ (8)

In the last case, the bounding box intersects one or both

surfaces of the slab. To exclude numerical integration inside

the bounding box from regions that are also inside the slab,

we construct a shifted bounding box outside the slab, so that

its top or bottom side is aligned with the lower or upper sur-

face of the slab respectively. If the bounding box touches

both slab boundaries, we construct an aligned bounding box

on each side of the slab. Afterwards, the usual numerical

PowerBorn integration can be performed inside the bounding

boxes. The region outside the bounding box is again treated

analytically via surface integration. The surfaces are the five

sides of the bounding box not aligned with the slab surface,

and the slab surface excluding the square of the bounding

box that lies within the slab surface. The integral Isquare over

one face of the bounding box is described by Brieg and Wen-

zel[53] and the integral over the slab excluding the square is

given by

Isquare
slab Iinside

slab Isquare (9)

However, implementation of this contribution is not

straightforward, since both terms on the right hand side of eq.

(9) are divergent if an atom moves toward the slab surface

and only their difference is finite. In that case, one can use a

Taylor expansion of both terms whenever an atom at zm is

close to the slab surfaces at zl or zu. The divergent terms can-

cel out and only finite terms of the Taylor expansion remain.

To further improve agreement with PB calculations, Power-

Born radii are rescaled according to Brieg and Wenzel[53]

1
~R

a
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with fit parameters a and b. Due to the presence of the low

dielectric slab, very large Born radii above 20 Å are common

in our SLIM model. To avoid saturation of the Born radii due

to the nonvanishing parameter b, that would lead to an over-

estimation of charged group interactions inside the slab, we

repeated the fit procedure described by Brieg and Wenzel[53]

with fixed b 0, ec ep 2, ew 80 and obtained a 1:130153.

The Born radii computation and the evaluation of eq. (2)

have to be done for every term on the right hand side of eq.

(3). While this poses an extra cost to our model, efficient

methods for Born radii evaluation and code parallelization can

make up for this. The resulting implicit membrane model was

added to the SIMONA[48] Monte Carlo simulation package,

thus, enabling simulations of membrane proteins.

We like to point out, that in the case of modeling the membrane

with only one dielectric slab, our scheme resembles that of Spassov

et al.,[26] but uses a different underlying method to compute the

Born radii. We also note that in the case where the membrane is far

away from the protein, the slab contributions to the Born radii will

be negligible, and therefore, all terms on the right hand side of eq.

(3) or (4) will have the same set of Born radii. Since Still’s formula in

eq. (2) is additive if the same set of Born radii Rf g is used

DGGB ec; Vc; ew; Vw; fRgð Þ DGGB ec; Vc; eh; Vh; fRgð Þ
1DGGB eh; Vh; ew; Vw; fRgð Þ
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SLIM converges to an implicit GB water model with dielec-

tric constants ec for the protein and ew for water as the dis-

tance to the membrane tends to infinity.

Computation of the SASA Am for the nonpolar contribution

in eq. (5) to the solvation free energy is performed using the

PowerSASA method.[54] We use the nonpolar profile function S

jzmjð Þ of Tanizaki and Feig without the oxygen correction,[29]

which was fitted to the free energy profile of pulling a com-

pletely neutral O2 molecule through an explicit membrane.[55]

Therefore, this profile is independent of the model used for

the electrostatic contribution to the solvation free energy. For

membranes with thicknesses hm 6¼ 30:0 Å, the original profile

function is stretched or compressed, resulting in a new profile

~S jzmjð Þ S
30:0

hm
jzmj

� �
(12)

Although new profiles from explicit membrane calculations with

varying thickness would be more accurate, this stretched profile

should provide a reasonable estimate of the nonpolar contribution,

which can be further improved if deemed necessary.

Monte Carlo simulations

PDB files were read in and processed by pdb2gmx from the

Gromacs package,[56] using the Amber99SB*-ILDN[57–59] force



field. The structures were energetically minimized using Gro-

macs. Resulting structures were used as input structures for

SIMONA Monte Carlo simulations. No force field cutoffs were

used during the simulations.

For every system and parameter set, 20 independent

SIMONA simulations were performed at 300 K. Simulations

were run for 20 million Monte Carlo steps except Glycophorin

A, were 10 million steps were used. Monte Carlo moves

included random rigid body rotations and translations as well

as all backbone and side chain dihedral rotations. All dihedral

moves used Gaussian distributions to determine the size of

the move. The width of the Gaussian was 20�. Rigid body rota-

tions were achieved by rotating the molecule around a ran-

dom axis through its geometric center with a uniformly

distributed rotation angle of up to 5�. Translations were gener-

ated by moving the rigid molecule along a random axis. The

distance was distributed so that each translation inside a

sphere of radius 1:4 Å was equally likely.

Results and Discussion

PB comparison

In the following, we report a set of increasingly complex vali-

dation simulations for the SLIM model. In one of the most

straightforward tests, we compare results of the new model

with PB calculations using the PBEQ solver.[32,60] This allows us

to examine how far the approximation in eq. (3) or (4) is justi-

fied and whether the decomposed terms need to be modified

to achieve good agreement between our GB-based membrane

model and PB results.

The self-energy, defined by the terms of eq. (2) with m n, is

tested by comparing the electrostatic solvation free energy

profile of a single ion that is pulled through the membrane

with respect to PB computations. We use the membrane

geometry proposed by Tanizaki and Feig,[29] with a core region

thickness of hc 20:0 Å and dielectric constant of ec 2:0. On

either side is a hh 5:0 Å wide headgroup region with a

dielectric constant of eh 7:0. The membrane is embedded in

implicit solvent with a dielectric constant of ew 80:0. Figure 2

shows the results of this test for PB reference computations

(solid line), our proposed membrane model using the same

parameters as the PB model (dotted line), our GB-based SLIM

model with modified membrane parameters hc 22:0 Å,

ec 2:0, hh 4:0 Å, and eh 6:0 (dashed line), and a model anal-

ogous to Spassov et al.[26] with only one membrane slab

hc 30:0 Å, ec 2:0 (dot-dashed line).

For the latter, we observe a very steep transition into the

membrane in agreement with the findings of Tanizaki and

Feig.[29] However, this steep transition due to the single slab

does not agree with results computed using an explicit mem-

brane representation.[47] Our membrane model using the same

membrane parameters as the PB calculations has a much

smoother transition, but still shows some deviations to PB

results in the core-headgroup transition region. However, this

discrepancy may be eliminated by using our proposed GB

method with modified thicknesses and dielectric constants.

The modified parameters for the SLIM model are able to

account for the neglected interaction of the induced surface

charges at the different dielectric interfaces, as explained in

the section “SIMONA Layered Implicit Membrane Model.”

As a single ion possesses a very simple geometry, this test is

not very challenging. One can increase its difficulty by using a

more complex molecular geometry. We have chosen the struc-

ture of Magainin (PDB code: 2MAG)[61] and removed all except

a single charge located at the Ca atom of Asn22, which we set

to the charge of a proton, to further test the self-energy term.

The structure is again pulled through the membrane, but this

time in three different orientations of the same conformation,

and the charged atom of all three orientations is always kept

at the same position, as shown in Figure 3a. The PB and GB

self-energy profiles as function of the z-position of the charged

atom in Figure 3b consistently show an energetic preference

for conformations where the uncharged part of the structure

is buried inside the membrane, if the charge is in or near the

headgroup region. This preference vanishes as the charge is

moved deeper into or further away from the membrane. The

quantitative agreement between our proposed GB membrane

model and PB results is also very good. The maximum devia-

tion is 1:69 kcal=mol when using the modified thicknesses

and dielectric constants.

We stress that models using a z-dependent Born radius scal-

ing or a dielectric profile to incorporate the membrane, such

as that proposed by Tanizaki and Feig,[29] are by construction

unable to reproduce these energetic preferences, because the

z-position of the charged atom is the same for all three orien-

tations. Therefore, models of such type would fail this test.

We also investigated the interaction terms of eqs. (2) and (4)

by studying the electrostatic solvation free energies of two

ions and subtracting the self-energy contributions. One ion

was placed in the center of the core region while the other

was placed 4 Å away in a direction parallel to the membrane

plane. The profiles in Figure 4 were generated by moving the

Figure 2. Comparison of the electrostatic solvation free energy profile from

PB calculations (solid line) to our proposed GB based SLIM model with the

same membrane parameters as in PB (dotted line), with modified mem

brane parameters (dashed line), and with only one low dielectric slab

resembling the model of Spassov et al.[26] (dot dashed line) for pulling a

single ion through a membrane.



second ion out of the membrane along the membrane normal.

The Spassov like model systematically underestimates the

interaction term inside the membrane, while our GB mem-

brane model using the same parameters as in the PB calcula-

tions overestimates the interaction by up to 2:19 kcal=mol.

Using improved thicknesses and dielectric constants reduces

the maximal error to 1:03 kcal=mol.

The overall good agreement to PB calculations presented

here validates our approach of decomposing the electrostatic

solvation free energy into multiple GB terms proposed in eq.

(3). Modifying the dielectric constants and thicknesses of the

planar slabs in the GB terms accounts for neglected interac-

tions between induced surface charges at the different

interfaces.

Melittin

Melittin of bee venom is an antimicrobial peptide, which

causes lysis of bacterial membranes.[62] It is one of the most

widely investigated a-helical membrane peptides[63–68] and fre-

quently serves as a model system for membrane protein simu-

lations.[28,29,63,69,70] It is composed of 26 amino acids with

charged residues occurring mainly close to the C-terminus of

the peptide, while residues near the N-terminus are primarily

hydrophobic, whereby Melittin is an amphipathic peptide (for

the sequence see Appendix). Due to the residue Pro14 the

a-helix is kinked.[71,72]

Here, we apply the SLIM model to the prediction of the

position and orientation of Melittin inside membranes. The ori-

entation depends on certain conditions, such as the protona-

tion of the N-terminus,[70] peptide concentration,[62,64] or

membrane composition and thickness.[73] Melittin with a neu-

tral N-terminus is predominantly bound to the membrane

interface with a parallel orientation to the membrane

plane.[73,74] Charged residues can act as anchors for the pep-

tide in a perpendicular transmembrane orientation.[64,72,75,76]

This transmembrane orientation plays a crucial role in the

membrane-lytic process.[62,73] Due to their specific geometry

with both, a hydrophilic and a hydrophobic surface, Melittin

peptides can cover the membrane surface or stabilize pores

with their hydrophilic surface facing the pore interior, making

bacterial membranes permeable for water-soluble substan-

ces.[62] X-ray experiments done by Hristova et al. show that

the distance of the peptide’s center of mass from the mem-

brane center at z 0 Å in dioleoylphosphatidylcholine (DOPC)

membranes follows a Gaussian distribution with the peak at

z 17:5 Å and a width of 4:3 Å.[73]

The SLIM model should be able to reproduce the estab-

lished Melittin properties like the orientation and the center of

mass position. Therefore, we carried out Monte Carlo simula-

tions, in which we used the x-ray crystallographic structure

(PDB code: 2MLT).[64,65,77] The N-terminus was deprotonated,

Figure 4. Comparison of the interaction energy between two ions with

proton charge placed 4 Å apart along the x direction in the center of the

core region. One is pulled out of the membrane along the z direction for

PB (solid line), GB with same membrane parameters as PB (dotted line), GB

with improved membrane parameters (dashed line), and GB with only one

low dielectric slab (dot dashed line).

Figure 3. a) Four snapshots of pulling three different oriented native Magainin conformations through the membrane. The z values denote the z position

of the single charged atom used in this test, which is located in between the helices at the same position for all three orientations (red sphere). b) Result

ing GB based SLIM and PB electrostatic free energy of solvation profiles. Colors of the GB graphs correspond to the colors of the helices in (a).



thus, neutral and the C-terminus was charged. The total mem-

brane thickness in our simulations was hm 30 Å and the sur-

face tension coefficient c 30 cal=ðmol Å
2Þ. We performed

simulations with three different starting positions and orienta-

tions of Melittin and evaluated the resulting location and ori-

entation distributions. The first starting position was chosen

similar to an explicit molecular dynamics simulation result of

Bernèche et al.[63] The protein was arranged so that the

charged sidechains pointed toward the solvent. For the second

and the third starting position, the peptide was moved to the

membrane center in a horizontal and a vertical orientation rel-

ative to the membrane. For each starting conformation 20

independent simulations were performed.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of the center of mass z-coor-

dinate for the simulations with the three different starting con-

formations and two exemplary conformations corresponding

to the two major peaks in the distributions. For equilibration

purposes, the first one million steps of each simulation were

discarded in the data analysis.

The center of mass position of Melittin for the simulation

that started at the membrane interface is distributed around

z 15:160:9 Å. During the simulations, all molecules are stabi-

lized there (Fig. 5a). Molecules starting in the membrane cen-

ter with a horizontal orientation show a different behavior. We

find them distributed on both membrane interfaces with

jzj 15:661:0 Å, as well as at the membrane center in a verti-

cal membrane spanning orientation with z 3:860:6 Å (Fig.

5b). Vertical starting conformations are stabilized in the same

conformation, due to the charged residues acting as anchors

in the headgroup regions. The distribution is peaked around z

3:860:6 Å (Fig. 5c). Figure 5d shows exemplary conforma-

tions, which were stabilized during the simulations. They corre-

spond to the orientations, which were found in other

studies.[28,63,70,73] Considering that our total membrane thick-

ness is 30 Å with a 22 Å core region, while according to Nagle

et al. the hydrocarbon core of a DOPC membrane is 27:1 Å

thick,[78] our resulting average center of mass of the C1 peaks

in Figure 5 is in good agreement with the experimental deter-

mined distribution peak at z 17:560:2 Å.[73] The difference in

the membrane thickness accounts for the shift of the peak

positions.

At the membrane interface, we also find conformations dur-

ing our simulations, which are excessively kinked near the

Pro14 residue (see Supporting Information). Although these

conformations could be observed in other implicit membrane

simulations, there seems to be no experimental evidence for

their existence, wherefore Im et al. argued that its occurrence

might be due to the starting conformation.[28] Our observation

of repeated kink formation and stretching of Melittin in our

simulations suggests that the cause of this artifact is not the

Figure 5. Histograms (a c) of the center of mass probability for Melittin simulations using our proposed membrane model. The corresponding starting con

formation is depicted in each histogram. Panel (d) shows exemplary conformations for C1 and C2 peaks in the histograms.



starting conformation. Coarse grained and explicit all-atom

molecular dynamics simulations also found excessively kinked

“U-shaped” conformations of Melittin.[79,80] In contrast, recent

microsecond molecular dynamics simulations using an explicit

membrane representation provide evidence that an excessively

kinked conformation is at least not highly populated.[81] There-

fore, it is not clear if this conformation really is an artifact of

the molecular force field and membrane model used, or a rele-

vant state in the formation of pores by Melittin, as suggested

by Santo and Berkowitz.[79] In case this “U-shaped” conforma-

tion is an artifact, the improved electrostatics of the SLIM

model does not prevent its occurrence. Therefore, deficiencies

in modeling nonpolar solvation effects are another possible

cause. Further investigations will be necessary to provide a

clearer picture of this issue and its possible solutions.

A transition of a single Melittin peptide from the membrane

bound state to the transmembrane state could not be

observed in explicit all-atom molecular dynamics simulations

in the microsecond range by Andersson et al.[81] Irudayam

et al.[82] have investigated the transition of Melittin from a

membrane-bound state to a transmembrane state using

umbrella sampling. They find that a single Melittin possesses

local free energy minima corresponding to either the C1 or

the C2 state. This is in agreement with our simulations using

the SLIM model. They also find that the global minimum is the

transmembrane state for a single Melittin. Since we do not

observe any transitions between C1 and C2 in our simulations,

it is not clear which of the two states is the global free energy

minimum within our implicit SLIM model. Irudayam et al.[82]

also calculated a barrier height between these two states of

13:260:8 kcal=mol, which is associated with the transfer of

charged groups through the membrane. Such a high barrier

would explain why we, and also Andersson et al., did not

observe transitions between the C1 and C2 state, as the corre-

sponding transition states are highly suppressed. Our chosen

set of Monte Carlo moves also does not allow a direct jump

between the two local minima because of their small extent.

Therefore, we are not able to provide free energy differences

with our current simulation protocol. This issue can be

addressed by using an improved simulation protocol with

larger Monte Carlo moves. Since the purpose of the work pre-

sented here is to validate our SLIM model, we will be address-

ing this issue in another study.

Transmembrane domain of the M2 protein

Another test system for our model is a single transmembrane

domain of the M2 protein from the Influenza A virus (for the

sequence see Appendix), as structurally characterized by Wang

et al. (PDB code: 1MP6).[83] It is a well-studied membrane pro-

tein, used both in experimental and theoretical investiga-

tions.[28,84,85] The complete protein forms a tetrameric proton

channel,[86] which is activated by low pH environment through

protonation of His37.[87]

We examine the influence of the membrane thickness hm

and the surface tension c on the tilt angles of a transmem-

brane domain of the M2 protein in our model and compare

with results of previous studies, where they found different tilt

angles for diverse membrane thicknesses, corresponding to

the concept of hydrophobic mismatch. This concept describes

how proteins or peptides tilt or kink to overcome the energet-

ically unfavorable mismatch between the length of the hydro-

phobic peptide part and the bilayer thickness.[88,89] Kovacs

et al. studied the influence of lipid bilayer hydrophobic thick-

ness on tilt angles of M2 transmembrane peptide in NMR

experiments. They found tilt angles of 3763� in dimyristoyl-

phosphatidylcholine membranes and 3363� in DOPC mem-

branes with respect to the bilayer normal.[90]

We carried out simulations with hm 30 Å and different sur-

face tension coefficients c 20; 30; 40; 50 cal=ðmol Å
2Þ. For

each of the four surface tension coefficients, we performed 20

independent simulations where the transmembrane helix was

located horizontally inside the membrane at the start of the

simulation.

Visual inspection reveals some simulations with kinked heli-

ces. In contrast to the Melittin simulations, the kink does not

occur at the same residue. Therefore, we define the kink angle

for the M2 protein (Fig. 6a) as the angle between the vectors

connecting the Ca atoms of residues Leu26 and Ile33 as well as

Ile33 and Leu40. This angle should be close to 180:0� for intact

helices. In total 8 out of 80 simulations have minimum kink

angles lower than 100:0� and much larger fluctuations of the

Figure 6. The kink angle for the M2 protein is defined as the angle between the vectors connecting the Ca atoms of residues Leu26 and Ile33 as well as

Ile33 and Leu40 (a). The minimum kink angle (b) and standard deviation of the kink angle (c) histograms for the 20 simulations with hm 30 Å and c 20

cal=ðmol Å
2Þ reveal five simulations with kinked helices apparent by the outliers.



kink angle compared to the other simulations. For

c 20 cal=ðmol Å
2Þ, five simulations contain kinked conforma-

tions, while c 30 cal=ðmol Å
2Þ yields one, c 40 cal=ðmol Å

2Þ
two, and c 50 cal=ðmol Å

2Þ zero. Exemplarily, Figure 6 shows

histograms for the minimum kink angle (Fig. 6b) and the

standard deviation of the kink angle (Fig. 6c) for the 20 simula-

tions with c 20 cal=ðmol Å
2Þ.

We analyzed U and W backbone dihedral angles as a func-

tion of the residue number. The resulting average angles and

standard deviations for the 72 simulations without kinked con-

formations are shown in Figure 7. The angles are compatible

with an intact alpha helix and agree with values corresponding

to the native conformation of the transmembrane domain of

the M2 protein.

To enable comparison with experimental data and other

implicit membrane models, we use the tilt angle definition of Im

et al.[28] They define the tilt angle as the angle between the prin-

cipal axis with the lowest moment of inertia of the backbone

heavy atoms of residues Leu26 to Leu43 and the membrane nor-

mal. The principal axis corresponds to the axis of the alpha helix

for not too strongly kinked helices. However, this axis is not very

descriptive for broken helices, thus, we discard the eight simula-

tions with kinked helices for the following tilt angle analysis. In

addition, the first one million steps of all remaining simulations

are discarded. With c increasing from c 20 cal=ðmol Å
2Þ up to

c 50 cal=ðmol Å
2Þ, we observe that the average tilt angle

increases from 15:8� up to 30:0� as shown in Figure 8a. The

large variation of the tilt angles is explained by the shifted bal-

ance between nonpolar and electrostatic solvation effects due to

the increasing surface tension c that forces the polar termini

regions of the M2 transmembrane domain deeper into the head-

group regions as depicted in Figure 8b. The protein accommo-

dates this tension through a higher tilt angle.

Im et al.[28] also found that the tilt angle increases with the

surface tension c~ in their implicit membrane model. A compar-

ison of the computed tilt angles in Table 1 to the results of Im

et al. shows reasonable agreement. However, our tilt angles

resulting from the hm 30 Å simulations are much smaller

than those measured by Kovacs et al.[90]

Due to the concept of hydrophobic mismatch, we repeated

all M2 protein simulations with a thinner membrane of

hm 25 Å, that should cause a higher tilt angle of the trans-

membrane helix. This time the helix was oriented perpendicu-

lar to the membrane interface spanning the membrane at the

start of each simulation. In all of these simulations, we do not

observe any kinked helices.

The resulting average tilt angles and exemplary conforma-

tions are shown in Figures 8a and 8c. Our simulations match

our expectations, where we observe larger tilt angles, which

increase from 34:0� for c 20 cal=ðmol Å
2Þ up to 49:5� for

c 50 cal=ðmol Å
2Þ. An exemplary U, W plot proofing helix

stability for hm 25 Å and c 30 cal=ðmol Å
2Þ is shown in

Figure 7.

Figure 7. Averaged U and W backbone dihedral angles with standard devi

ations for the transmembrane domain (Leu26 to Leu43) of the M2 protein as

a function of the membrane thickness hm and the surface tension c. Data

basis for hm 30 Å are the 72 simulations with unkinked helices and for hm

25 Å the 20 simulations with c 30 cal=ðmol Å
2Þ, where no kinked heli

ces are present in the simulations.

Figure 8. Tilt angle dependence of the transmembrane domain of the M2 protein on the membrane thickness hm and the surface tension parameter c in the

SLIM model (a). Exemplary conformations [from left to right c 20; 30; 40; 50 cal=ðmol Å
2Þ] with the average tilt angle in a membrane with hm 30 Å thick

ness (b) and hm 25 Å (c).
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